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Inference Candidate Collection

Summary
(1) We provide a new evaluation benchmark for NLI.
(2) The new challenge is very hard for current models.
(3) Knowledge graph embeddings completely fail.

For two typed relations A, B ⊆ E × E, we compute three scores:
S
P (B | A)
i∈{1,2} πi(A ∩ B)
Relv(A, B) :=
esr(A, B) :=
P (B)
2 |A ∩ B|
X
σ(A, B) := 2 |A ∩ B|
P (H | A) log(Relv(A, H))
H∈{B,¬B}

Introduction
SherLIiC is a controlled yet challenging testbed:
 Binary entailment detection for Lexical Inference in Context (LIiC)
 Abstract context with knowledge graph types
o Very similar sentences
o Distributional similarity of positive and negative examples
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A ⇒ B is accepted as inference candidate ⇐⇒ Relv(A, B) ≥ 1000,
σ(A, B) ≥ 15, esr(A, B) ≥ 0.6 and ∀i ∈ {1, 2} : |πi(A ∩ B)| ≥ 5.
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Typed Event Graph: ~190k textual event relations between
Freebase entities
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Dev and Test Set: 3985 manually annotated relation pairs
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(3) Inference Candidates: ~960k similar relation pairs (+noisy labels)
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Positive (top) and negative (bottom) examples from SherLIiC-dev.
ORGF = organization founder, AUTH = book author, LOC = location, PER = person.

Event-focused textual relations
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(1) nsubj leader poss
(3) nsubj meet prep with pobj
nsubj lead dobj
nsubj want xcomp meet prep with pobj
nsubj chancellor prep of pobj
nsubj honor dobj
(2) nsubj meet prep with pobj
(4) nsubj run prep for pobj presidency prep of pobj
nsubj interact prep with pobj
nsubj candidate infmod president prep of pobj
nsubj support dobj policy poss
nsubj serious prep about pobj
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